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What's worse than being hunted by a devil?Discovering you've been mated to one.Since moving to Mystic Harbor, Maine, I've made it my life's mission to avoid Reese Blackburn at all costs. Sure, he has cheekbones that could cut glass, not to mention bedroom eyes that could melt any girl into a puddle on the floor. Too bad that doesn't change the fact he's completely stab-worthy.
When a fun night out on the town turns deadly, I quickly discover the quaint little hamlet of Mystic Harbor houses more than sandy beaches and adorable B&B's. Beneath the New England charm rests a deadly world where shifters, demons, vampires, and angelic hunters all vie for power.A world where magic is the greatest weapon.Magic that people are willing to kill for.Magic that
I now possess.After that one fateful night, I can feel the changes beginning to take hold of me. Worse yet, I have no idea what I'm even turning into! All I know is someone wants me dead, and someone even worse wants me alive. Hell's mystifying Crown Prince of Lust has just marked me to be his Mate, and this handsome devil won't stop until he claims what is his. My only real ally
rests in the one person I can't stand: the insufferably gorgeous Reese Blackburn.I was just your average seventeen-year-old girl. Now, my very soul is at stake. Can my unlikely partnership challenge fate itself before it's too late, or will I be forever damned as a Princess of Hell?Dark. Romantic. Dangerous. And Sexy As Hell. Perfect for fans of The Vampire Diaries, Teen Wolf, and all
things Supernatural. If you love paranormal romances, urban fantasy, fated mates, magic, vampires, shifters, demons, teen fantasy, mythology, tragic romances, Gothic themes, supernatural creatures, young adult dark fantasy, and some devilish bad boys, then the world of THE MARKED MAGE CHRONICLES awaits you!
From Elisa S. Amore, author of the #1 bestselling saga TOUCHED, comes a new spinoff series full of suspense, adventure, and love.
The steep descent into Hell is always paved with good intentions. My name is Jemma Blackburn and I'm a Slayer. Finding out I wasn't human was only the beginning of my problems. My best-friend, Taylor, is still missing, and so is the Immortal Amulet, and it's my job alone to get them both back. I don't know who I can trust, and I'm still not sure I'm cut out for any of this, but I'm
determined to figure it all out, or die trying. As if that wasn't bad enough, there's a new enemy in town and they've come bearing gifts-an ancient prophesy that is going to blur the very lines between good and evil. And, apparently, my blood is tied to the center of it. I don't have all the answers yet, but I'm getting closer and closer to discovering the truth. The truth about my
bloodlines, and about who I really am. And, believe me when I say, it's going to change everything. Invidious is the highly anticipated second installment in The Marked series, a fast-paced paranormal romance filled with self-discovery, mystery, love, and a unique supernatural world that will leave you captivated and hungry for more.
Return to the Academy with Melany and her friends in the epic finale off season two.
Daughter of Time (The After Cilmeri Series prequel)
Demigods Academy - Book 8
Demigods Academy - Book 6
What Lies Inside
Brokenhearted - The Power of Darkness
Gemma's Prequel (the Touched Saga Book 1. 5)
HARRY POTTER MEETS PERCY JACKSON Demigods academy is a Young Adult Urban Fantasy novel for readers of all ages. Perfect for fans of Harry Potter and Percy Jackson.
Return to the Academy with Melany and her friends in this epic finale full of magic, mythology, and adventures.
When their picture-perfect Cotswold village family life with a perpetually young father and hippy mother is shattered by a tragic Easter weekend, four siblings pursue separate adult lives before a reunion reveals astonishing truths. By the author of Before I Met You.
Against the backdrop of an elegant Cornwall mansion before World War II and a vast continent-spanning canvas during the turbulent war years, this involving story tells of an extraordinary young woman's coming of age, coming to grips with love and sadness, and in every sense of the term, coming home... In 1935, Judith
Dunbar is left behind at a British boarding school when her mother and baby sister go off to join her father in Singapore. At Saint Ursula's, her friendship with Loveday Carey-Lewis sweeps her into the privileged, madcap world of the British aristocracy, teaching her about values, friendship, and wealth. But it will
be the drama of war, as it wrenches Judith from those she cares about most, that will teach her about courage...and about love. Teeming with marvelous, memorable characters in a novel that is a true masterpiece, Coming Home by Rosamunde Pilcher is a book to be savored, reread, and cherished forever.
This Golden State
The Mark of Fate
The Power of Darkness
Demigods Academy - Year One
Saga of the God-Touched Mage
Brokenhearted
Demigods academy is a Young Adult Urban Fantasy novel for readers of all ages. Perfect for fans of Harry Potter and Percy Jackson.
The road to hell is paved with good intentions… and bad blood. For the vampire prince and his witch, the plan was simple: Save the wolf. Capture the traitor who took him. Torture the bastard into spilling the intel on the demons working against them. But after a string of brutal attacks leaves one vampire near death and the rest reeling from the effects of the blood curse, Gabriel and Jacinda have no choice but to hunt down their enemies at the source: Hell. It’s a land of
imprisoned souls, unimaginable torments, and ever-shifting realms that make Earth’s most inhospitable places feel like paradise. And for the monsters who call this brutal underworld home, the newcomers look like easy prey. But for Gabriel and Jacinda, the real enemies aren’t the demons lurking in hell’s darkest corners. The real enemies are the demons lurking inside their own dark souls. And the servants of hell won’t rest until every last one is brought to light.
Pursued by unrelenting danger and dark secrets, Evan and Gemma ready themselves for the ultimate bloody battle to defend their love.How far will you go to save the person you love?
Touched - The Caress of FateGold Edition (signed by the Author).
Book 2 of An Angel's Love
Gold Edition (signed by the Author)
Obscura
Lost Paradise - Rogue Arena
I'm a Gay Wizard
A Novel

Sometimes, finally facing what you most fear turns out to be no more difficult than walking through an open door ... A medieval man with an uncertain destiny, Llywelyn, the Prince of Wales, faces treachery and deceit at the hands of friends and foes alike. When Meg slips through time into medieval Wales, the pair must navigate the shifting allegiances that threaten the very existence of Wales--and create their own history that
defies the laws of time. Daughter of Time is appropriate for readers from young teens to adults and is a prequel to the After Cilmeri series. **A note from the author: I am so happy to be able to share with you this prequel to the After Cilmeri series. I created Footsteps in Time and Prince of Time first, and only wrote Daughter of Time after so many readers wanted to know how the story began. Meg's journey is continued in
Footsteps in Time and Winds of Time. Happy reading! Sarah Woodbury is my new favorite author. Daughter of Time reminds me of Outlander and 1632, with a fresh twist. I read all the books in the After Cilmeri series in four days! Long after I finished the last book, the stories and characters stayed in my mind, and I kept wishing I could return the world Sarah so skillfully created. I can't wait for the next book and the next ..."
-- Debra Holland, NY Times bestselling author of the Montana Sky Series. Keywords: Wales, Prince of Wales, Medieval, Middle Ages, Britain, Romance, Time Travel, Historical Fiction, Historical Romance, Adventure, Young Adult, Alternate History, Teen, Welsh, Free, Free ebook.
A sealed fate. An Angel of Death. A forbidden love. What if you fell in love with Death?
What would you do if you were FORCED to stay away from your children? Would you fight to get them back? Or would you just let them grow up knowing that they had a father but never knowing who he really was? 10 years ago, Lucifer took a girl away from his brother, the one Gabriel was assigned to watch over and keep safe and even though love is forbidden he fell in love with her. Lucifer stole this girl from his brother
Gabriel and locked her away in a hotel he built in the caves of the Underworld. Then as he kept her locked away from the world he came into her room and had his way with her through a rough and forceful night of passion without her consent, forcing her to make love to him. Weeks after Gabriel and the angels finally broke into the Underworld to rescue the girl, she found out she was with child, Lucifer's child. 8 months later
she gave birth to two beautiful twin girls by the names of Sara and Sophia, named after her mother and Gabriel's mother. Now the girls are 17 years old and about to graduate from High School with honors. They were born Nephilim which is half angel and half human and smarter than any human alive because that was the trait of a Nephilim child, born with more knowledge and ability to learn more than that of human
children. Lucifer wants them back and will do what it takes to get what is rightfully his. For years he has watched them grow through the viewing pond provided by his father to view the outside world and now he's angry and wants to bring them home no matter the cost or whom he hurts. Will he succeed or will there be another fight among the angelic brothers? And how will Mia, the girl Lucifer stole away from his brother react
when she finds out Lucifer's back and wants to take away the most important treasures of her life?
You try magic once and it sticks to you like glitter glue . . . When Johnny and his best friend, Alison, pass their summer holidays dabbling in magic, they never expect it to have consequences. Sure, it’d be great if they could banish bullies or change their lives for the better, and what harm could come from lighting a few candles and chanting a few spells? When they cause an earthquake that shakes Chicago to its core, they draw the
attention of the Marduk Institute, an age-old organization dedicated to fostering the talents of young wizards. Once there, Johnny and Alison are told they can never return to their previous lives, and must quickly adapt to a new world shimmering with monsters, fraternities, and cute boys like Hunter and Blake. But when they’re pulled into an epic, supernatural fight that could cost them both their lives, Johnny and Alison find
strength they never knew they had as they battle for love, acceptance, and their own happy ending—all with the help of a little magic.
Expiation - The Whisper of Death
Demigods Academy 7
The Lost Children of Wilder
The Dark Side of the All-American Meal
The Day Of Darkness
(Young Adult Supernatural Urban Fantasy)
Signed by Elisa S. Amore, Bestselling Author of Touched - The Caress of Fate "A really cute, fun read and a great addition to the series." -USA TODAY Bestselling Author Siobhan Davis "This was a fun read. I love that Gemma is so into books, and that she was reading Clockwork Prince!" -Shannon, Goodreads Peter and Gemma have been friends since childhood. Peter has always been the one
Gemma has turned to. It is his shoulder she cries on, and it is he who knows her better than anyone else. And, for as long as he can remember, Peter has seen Gemma as more than just a friend. She is the only girl he has ever loved, the only one he would be willing to sacrifice everything for. But how can he confess his feelings without ruining what they have? Perhaps the right moment is a trip to Split
Rock Falls, the spectacular waterfalls not too far from town. There, surrounded by the beauty of unspoiled woods and crystal waters, Peter will finally be able to reveal what is in his heart, and Gemma will understand that the two of them are meant for each other. But Peter does not realize that Gemma's destiny has already been written... We meet several characters from Touched - The Caress of Fate
in this prequel, where the threads of love, friendship and suspense intertwine in a storyline that is direct and at the same time full of twists and turns, simple yet unexpected. Fans of Veronica Roth, Stephenie Meyer, Cassandra Clare, and Lauren Kate will love this series by Elisa S. Amore.
THE BESTSELLING ANGEL SERIES EVERYONE'S TALKING ABOUT. Lovers of THE VAMPIRE DIARIES, TEEN WOLF, SHADOWHUNTERS, DIVERGENT, and FALLEN dive yourself into this series full of Romance, Fantasy, Mythology and Adventure. Evan is an Angel of Death and his assignment is to kill Gemma because her time has come. But what if he falls in love with her?
A journey through dark, forbidden worlds, beyond the limits of fear. Are you strong enough to tempt Fate? From the author of the #1 bestseller TOUCHED comes the highly anticipated third episode of the saga that has bewitched thousands of readers around the world. How can you go on living if the person you love is gone? Consumed by grief and remorse, Gemma Bloom wonders that day after day.
Evan defied the laws of Fate to save her, paying dearly for his disobedience: falling into the trap laid by an Angel of Death, he was poisoned by Gemma's own lips. Since that accursed kiss, she has been inconsolable, tormented by nightmares and hallucinations in which Evan is tortured by invisible hands. Just when Gemma believes she's losing her mind, a deep, seductive evil begins to entwine itself
around the fragments of her broken heart. Horrified at first, Gemma finds herself gradually drawn to this new emotion. A terrible, mesmerizing power seems to be growing inside her, threatening to take possession of her soul. Tormented by frightening premonitions and dangerous secrets, Gemma will have to summon all her courage if she wants to challenge Fate and resist the power of darkness. With
her elegant style and intense prose, Elisa S. Amore leads us down a path paved with unbreakable bonds and fatal betrayals, forbidden realms and extreme sacrifices. An unforgettable adventure. Nightmares. Premonitions. Dark Secrets. Death Has Never Been So Close. How brave do you have to be to face your worst fears?
'Beasts of a Little Land is a stunning achievement’ TLS 'Spectacular' Lisa See, author of The Island of Sea Women 'I loved it' Brandon Hobson, author of The Removed 'Unforgettable' Nguyễn Phan Quế Mai, author of The Mountains Sing An epic story of love and war, set during the turbulent decades of Korea's fight for independence It is 1917, and Korea is under Japanese occupation; the country is
yet to be divided into north and south. With the threat of famine looming, a young girl named Jade is sold by her family to Miss Silver's courtesan school in cosmopolitan Pyongyang, an act of desperation that will cement her place in the lowest social class. But the city's days as a haven are numbered. Jade flees to Seoul where she forms a deep friendship with an orphan boy called JungHo, who
scrapes together a living begging on the streets. As Jade becomes a sought-after performer with unexpected romantic prospects, JungHo is swept up in the revolutionary fight for independence. Soon, Jade must decide between following her own ambitions or risking everyone for the one she loves. From the perfumed chambers of the courtesan school to the glamorous cafés of a modernising Seoul, the
unforgettable characters of Beasts of a Little Land unveil a world where friends become enemies and enemies become saviours, where heroes are persecuted and beasts take many shapes.
Heart of Flames
Demigods Academy - Book 4
Insidious
The Cave Of Memory
The Shadow of Fate
Demigods Academy - Year Two
READERS SAY UNFAITHFUL IS A TEARJERKER. ARE YOU BRAVE ENOUGH? After The HUGE Success Of Touched Comes A New Heartwrenching Novel In The International Bestselling Series That Will Touch Your Heart And Leave You Breathless.
Marit Weisenberg’s This Golden State follows a family on the run, a restless teenage daughter hungry for the truth, and the simple DNA test that threatens their carefully crafted world The Winslow family lives by five principles: 1. No one can know your real name. 2. Don’t stay in one place too long. 3. If you sense
anything is wrong, go immediately to the meeting spot. 4. Keeping our family together is everything. 5. We wish we could tell you who we are, but we can’t. Please—do not ask. Poppy doesn’t know why her family has been running her whole life, but she does know that there are dire consequences if they’re ever caught.
Still, her curiosity grows each year, as does her desire for real friends and the chance to build on something, instead of leaving behind school projects, teams, and crushes at a moment’s notice. When a move to California exposes a crack in her parents’ airtight planning, Poppy realizes how fragile her world is.
Determined to find out the truth, she mails in a home DNA test. Just as she starts to settle into her new life and even begins opening up to a boy in her math class, the forgotten test results bring her crashing back to reality. Unraveling the shocking truth of her parents’ real identities, Poppy realizes that the
DNA test has undone decades of careful work to keep her family anonymous—and the past is dangerously close to catching up to them. Determined to protect her family but desperate for more, Poppy must ask: How much of herself does she owe her family? And is it a betrayal to find her own place in the world?
Tormented by frightening premonitions and dangerous secrets, Gemma will have to summon all her courage if she wants to challenge Fate and resist the power of darkness. A journey through dark, forbidden worlds, beyond the limits of fear.Are you strong enough to tempt Fate?
It’s after dark and sixteen-year-old Amelia has woken from a nightmare depicting her death. Left with an insatiable thirst for blood that is only filled after attacking the school quarterback, she is awakened to a very disturbing revelation: Amelia is a vampire and life as she knew it ceases to exist. Now Amelia must
forge a new life while fending off the constant impulse to turn every human encounter into a bloody massacre. Only new beginnings aren’t ever that black and white, and while fighting to make sense of her increasingly disturbing dreams, the temptation of a mysterious and forbidden boy—if she dares to let her guard
down—could unveil the lies of her past and cost her the ultimate price.
Gold Edition (signed by the Author).
The Epic Struggle to Change Foster Care
All Different Kinds Of Free
Invidious
Unfaithful - The Deception of Night
Naked in Death

He was meant to take her life but she stole his heart. My name is Evan and I'm a Soldier of Death. For centuries I've killed mortals in order to ferry their souls to the other side, until I met her and my fate is sealed. I must take her soul but what never occurred to me was that I would fall in love with her. If I don't kill her, the forces of heaven and hell will be unleashed, and others will come to take her . . . Will I be able to protect her? -Amazon.
2028-at írunk, és a világot egy új megbetegedés sújtja. Eleinte enyhébb emlékezetkieséseket, majd később dühkitöréseket, végül elmebajt és halált okoz. A Losian-kórnak elnevezett betegség gyors lefolyású, és a rövid távú modellezések szerint elterjedésében hamarosan meghaladja az Alzheimert. Dr. Gillian Ryan neuroradiológus a Losian-kór egyik fő kutatója, területének legkiválóbb alakja. Az orvosi elhivatottság mellett különösen nagy a
tét számára, hogy megfejtse a betegséget kiváltó okot, és megtalálja az ellenszert: a férjét már elvesztette, és hétéves lányánál is jelentkeztek a tünetek, legfeljebb évei lehetnek hátra. Az áttörés azonban a rengeteg munka és kísérlet ellenére elmarad, és megvonják tőle a kutatási támogatást. Nem sokkal később azonban váratlan megkeresést kap a NASA-tól: az egyik titkos űrállomásukon felütötte a fejét a Losian-kór. A diagnózis elsőre
lehetetlennek tűnik, de a legénységen jelentkező tünetek kizárnak minden más lehetőséget. A szervezet felkéri Ryant, hogy tartson egy speciális alakulattal az űrbe, és fejtse meg a betegséget. Cserébe a kutatásának korlátlan finanszírozását ígérik neki. Az utazás azonban hamar rémálommá válik, a küldetést megmagyarázhatatlan és erőszakos események szakítják félbe. Minden kérdésessé válik – a küldetés igazi célja, a legénység indítéka és a
végtelen űr gyilkos titkai. Joe Hart a lebilincselő tudományos-fantasztikus kaland és az agyfacsaró lélektani thriller e keverékével nemcsak a világűr végtelen titkairól lebbenti fel a fátylat, hanem az emberi lélekben megbúvó még sötétebb ismeretlenről is.
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A mage's apprentice...Unnatural magic of devastating power...A clash that will change the world. Garrick enjoys the sheltered life of a mage's apprentice until one night when he's given a terrifying new magic and discovers his superior has been assassinated. Against his will, he finds himself plunged into the depths of a magewar and embroiled in the sibling rivalries of god-like planewalkers. His need to rid himself of this magic leads Garrick
to befriend Darien, a young man with a hidden past, and Sunathri, the charismatic leader of a band of independent mages. Through tangles of political intrigue and treachery, their adventures take them to ancient underground cities, a legendary mountain peak, and across the vast planes of the Thousand Worlds. With each new truth he uncovers, Garrick realizes that this new magic, and the forces behind it, will threaten the very nature of who
he is. "A riveting tale of magic, death, destiny, and power."- David B. Coe/D.B. JacksonAuthor of the Thieftaker Chronicles"Fast-paced, elegant, and brutal. Impossible to put down."- Amy Sterling CasilNebula Nominated Author of Female Science Fiction Writer
Click the buy button now to meet Nicole and her friends again in this new story full of adventures!
The Complete Saga
Beasts of a Little Land
Paradiso Perduto - Rogue Arena
The Girl of Fire and Thorns, The Shadow Cats, The Crown of Embers, The Shattered Mountain, The King's Guard, The Bitter Kingdom
A Vampire Romance
Infernal Odyssey

In 1973 Marcia Lowry, a young civil liberties attorney, filed a controversial class-action suit that would come to be known as Wilder, which challenged New York City’s operation of its foster-care system. Lowry’s contention was that the system failed the children it was meant to help because it placed them according to
creed and convenience, not according to need. The plaintiff was thirteen-year-old Shirley Wilder, an abused runaway whose childhood had been shaped by the system’s inequities. Within a year Shirley would give birth to a son and relinquish him to the same failing system. Seventeen years later, with Wilder still
controversial and still in court, Nina Bernstein tried to find out what had happened to Shirley and her baby. She was told by child-welfare officials that Shirley had disappeared and that her son was one of thousands of anonymous children whose circumstances are concealed by the veil of confidentiality that hides foster
care from public scrutiny. But Bernstein persevered. The Lost Children of Wilder gives us, in galvanizing and compulsively readable detail, the full history of a case that reveals the racial, religious, and political fault lines in our child-welfare system, and lays bare the fundamental contradiction at the heart of our wellintended efforts to sever the destiny of needy children from the fate of their parents. Bernstein takes us behind the scenes of far-reaching legal and legislative battles, at the same time as she traces, in heartbreaking counterpoint, the consequences as they are played out in the life of Shirley’s son, Lamont. His
terrifying journey through the system has produced a man with deep emotional wounds, a stifled yearning for family, and a son growing up in the system’s shadow. In recounting the failure of the promise of benevolence, The Lost Children of Wilder makes clear how welfare reform can also damage its intended
beneficiaries. A landmark achievement of investigative reporting and a tour de force of social observation, this book will haunt every reader who cares about the needs of children.
“Carson joins the ranks of writers like Kristin Cashore, Megan Whalen Turner, and Tamora Pierce as one of YA’s best writers of high fantasy.”—Locus Magazine All three volumes of Rae Carson's New York Times?bestselling The Girl of Fire and Thorns trilogy plus the three novellas set in the same world, available
together! An insecure princess with an unclear destiny becomes a secret bride, a revolutionary, a queen, and—finally—the champion her world so desperately needs in this epic fantasy series that Tamora Pierce called "engrossing" and that Veronica Roth said was "intense, unique . . . definitely recommended." Once
every century, one person is chosen for greatness. But the prophecy is vague, and Elisa has no idea why she was chosen or how she will fulfill the expectations. Her future is unknown and her potential is tremendous—even if she doesn't realize it. A sweeping fantasy series about a young woman finding her true
strength, this is perfect for fans of Kristin Cashore's Graceling series and George R. R. Martin's Game of Thrones. This collection includes the three volumes of the trilogy: book one, The Girl of Fire and Thorns; book two, The Crown of Embers; and book three, The Bitter Kingdom. It also includes the three novellas set in
the world of the series: The Shadow Cats, The Shattered Mountain, and The King's Guard. Don’t miss The Empire of Dreams, Rae Carson’s action-packed return to the world of The Girl of Fire and Thorns!
Eve Dallas, a New York police lieutenant, is in over her head when she breaks the rules and falls in love with a suspect in her most recent case. Reissue.
I've fallen hard for an alien, but he's harboring secrets. Massive secrets that threaten the very essence of humanity. How can I give him my heart when his race plans on taking my future? Sadie Owens has been slowly dying inside. Bit by bit, piece by piece, day by day. Trapped in a life she hates, she relies on only one
person--herself. Despised by her family and betrayed by an unscrupulous government, Sadie dreams of a different life. When she is chosen to participate in the government's new social experiment, she is ecstatic at the prospect of spending six months in Thalassic City, the shiny new city under the sea. Immediately
drawn to Logan Chandler, Sadie is captivated by the beautiful boy with the ocean-blue eyes. Logan seems to embody everything that has been forbidden, but he isn't all he appears to be. Confused over Logan's true intentions and concerned when best friend Jenna starts transforming in front of her eyes, Sadie partners
with newcomer Jarod in a bid to uncover the government's real agenda. The truth is more shocking than anything she could ever have imagined. When Sadie finally understands why the Saven walk among us, will it be too late to save her heart and the human race? Will I enjoy this book? Saven Deception is Book 1 in a
new exciting young adult science fiction fantasy romance series. This series will appeal to readers who love fast-paced plots with plenty of suspense and intrigue and tons of romantic moments. If you have read and enjoyed any of the following books/series then you will most likely love the Saven series: Kricket, Lux,
Broken Skies, The Fifth Wave, Alienated, The Host. Relevant genres: Teen and Young Adult, Science Fiction, Dystopian, Romance, Fantasy, Urban Fantasy. BOOKS IN THIS SERIES Saven Deception - Book 1 Saven Disclosure - Book 2* Saven Denial - Novella 2.5* Saven Defiance - Book 3* *Coming 2016 EARLY PRAISE FOR
SAVEN DECEPTION "The worldbuilding and characters leap off the page and come alive with flawless writing and a plot that had me engrossed and on the edge of my seat." Dali. TJ Loves to Read. "Gripping Read. From the start I was drawn into the world and felt like I was experiencing everything right next to Sadie."
Patricia Hamill. Author-Blogger Pure Textuality. "This book had me hooked from the first chapter. An exhilarating ride with many twists and turns. Awesome." Karla. Goodreads Reviewer. "Siobhan Davis has created yet another world of characters I became very invested in. The premise is an intriguing one ... and it's
different enough to stand out from other YA books." Deirdre. Goodreads Reviewer. "I am beyond excited for this series. Saven Deception was AMAZING and I couldn't put it down. Ms. Davis created an incredible world and I cannot wait to read the next installment." Michelle. Adventure in Bookland. "Saven Deception was
a freaking awesome read! The worldbuilding was fantastic and the romance between Logan and Sadie felt amazingly perfect to me." Poulami, Daydreaming Books. "Another hidden gem from the treasure trove in Siobhan Davis' mind." Dianne. Tome Tender. Note from the Author: This series is written in US English.
Recommended Reading Age: 15+ I write books with lots of romance and if you only enjoy hard science fiction then this is not the book for you. While there is no cliffhanger in this book it is not a stand-alone read. Thank you for taking the time to check out my work.
A Kiss from a Rogue
Hours Of Olympus
Demigods Academy - Book 5
Lucifer's Revenge
The Girl of Fire and Thorns Complete Collection
Evan's Prequel (the Touched Saga, Book 2. 5)
Explores the homogenization of American culture and the impact of the fast food industry on modern-day health, economy, politics, popular culture, entertainment, and food production.
A free woman of color in the 1830s, Margaret Morgan lived a life full of promise. One frigid night in Pennsylvania, that changed forever. They tore her family apart. They put her in chains. They never expected her to fight back. In 1837, Margaret Morgan was kidnapped from her home in Pennsylvania and sold into slavery. The state of
Pennsylvania charged her kidnapper with the crime, but the conviction was later overturned by the U.S. Supreme Court. It was the first time a major branch of the federal government had made a pro-slavery stand, and the ruling in Prigg v. Pennsylvania sewed the bitter seeds of the states' rights battle that eventually would lead to the Civil War.
Yet, the heart of this story is not a historic Supreme Court ruling. It is the remarkable, unforgettable Margaret Morgan. Her life would never be the same. Her family had been torn apart. Uncaring forces abused her body and her heart. But she refused to give up, refused to stop fighting, refused to allow her soul to be enslaved. Jessica McCann's
work as an award-winning journalist has been published in Business Week, The Writer, and many other publications. ALL DIFFERENT KINDS OF FREE is her first novel. Learn more about McCann online at www.jessicamccann.com.
From the Bestselling Author of Touched - The Caress of Fate This story will make you feel emotions that won't easily leave your heart! -Consuelo, Goodreads.★★★★★"A wonderful prequel. As always, Elisa knows how to enchant readers with her writing, and here she offers us a piece of Evan William James's tormented past." -Coffe&Books
★★★★★London,1720. A young boy escapes through the crowd, a young woman cries out in despair. For Evan James, one brief moment is enough to understand what has happened and to set off in hot pursuit of the little thief. When Evan returns to restore her stolen goods--a priceless antique medallion--Lady Venetia is struck by the young man's
beauty, refined manner and noble spirit. She invites him to a reception taking place that evening at her father's estate. It would be a rare opportunity for Evan to mingle with London's nobility and, one day, even to win the hand of Lady Venetia, whose dowry might save his family from financial ruin. And yet, something inside Evan makes him
refuse, as if, deep in his heart, he already feels he belongs to another woman. A woman he has yet to meet. A woman who, when the moment arrives, will forever seal his fate...With her direct yet multi-faceted style, Elisa S. Amore skillfully weaves together love, mystery and action, bringing to life a tale that is passionate and intense, filled with
boldness and romance, a story that serves as the perfect introduction and prequel to Touched - The Caress of Fate.Fans of Veronica Roth, Stephenie Meyer, Cassandra Clare, and Lauren Kate will love this series by Elisa S. Amore.Scroll up & click the buy button now to find out...
The final, breathtaking novel in Elisa Braden’s Rescued from Ruin series is the story readers have been clamoring for: Fragile yet unbroken, Hannah Gray is embarking on a husband hunt … if only Lady Wallingham hadn’t invited a wolf to the party. All she wants is an ordinary life A cruel past left Hannah Gray with one simple longing—normalcy.
Normal ladies ride and waltz without fear. They have safe, normal husbands to give them safe, normal kisses. After years of healing, she’s ready to find “normal” for herself, and Lady Wallingham’s house party is the perfect place to begin. Perfect, that is, except for the cynical wolf-in-rogue’s-clothing whose every hungry glance threatens to crack
her armor and pierce her fragile heart. All he wants is to forget her Bow Street runner Jonas Hawthorn vowed never to see the cold, haughty Miss Gray again. A year ago, he nearly died trying to protect her, only to be dismissed like a lowly servant. But soon, he’ll have land and servants of his own. He just has to locate an old dowager’s stolen
goods, collect his prize, and avoid the beauty who haunts him like a moonlit sky. All it takes is a single kiss He never meant to touch her. She never meant to reveal the truth. But once he’s tasted the heat and longing hidden beneath her icy mask, the only mystery this Bow Street man burns to solve is how a roguish wolf might win the elusive Miss
Gray for himself.
Fast Food Nation
The House We Grew Up In
Saven Deception
The Marked Mage Chronicles
Coming Home
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